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SHADELUX: SLIM - VERTICAL BLINDS 
The Shadelux: Slim vertical blind system 
provides a range of options for all types of 
window coverings. With ease of operation, 
low maintenance and durability, they 
are perfectly designed for commercial, 
education, and healthcare environments.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
The Shadelux: Slim vertical blind system is 
manufactured with aluminium headrail 38.5mm x 
28mm and include carrier trucks with UV stabilised 
self-aligning peg hooks. Operation is with either No 
6 size chain in plastic or metal or aluminium Wand.

The brackets used are made from mild steel, zinc 
plated and powder coated and are suitable for top 
or face fixing. The tracks, made from aluminium, 
prime plastic or stainless steel, are smooth running 
and robust in design to minimise damage.

The fabric used for the louvre will be creased and 
punched so that a UV stabilised hanger - also with a 
hole - can be stitched or welded into the top.

SYSTEM OPTIONS
HEADRAIL
The headrail extrusion is made from prime aluminium 
and is available in white, black, gold, anthracite grey 
and brown powder coated or brushed aluminium, 
which makes it corrosion resistant. Brackets are zinc 
plated or powder coated and manufactured with 
a strengthening crease for increased strength and 
safety. 

LOUVRES
Louvres are weighted with interlinked, front and
back with ball and C-clip connectors or gravity 
weight.

CARRIER TRUCKS
Manufactured using prime quality plastic materials, 
this ensures a positive and smooth operation 
while providing durability and protection from 
embrittlement and UV rays. UV stabilised louvre 
hangers are manufactured using Nylon No. 6 plastic.

The gears in the carrier trucks that rotate the louvres 
are self-aligning with limit stops. This allows louvre 
rotation to 185º, enabling efficient closure without 
strain on the mechanism. The spacing between the 
carrier trucks is controlled by high-grade stainless 
steel spacer links. The standard spacing is either 
77mm for 89mm louvres or 115mm for 127mm 
louvres, although alternative size options are available 
for equidistant louvre spacing.

IMPORTANT INFO

UK MANUFACTURED
Manufactured in the UK, our systems have a two-
year guarantee, to ensure consistent quality 
performance.

CHILD SAFETY
Fully child safety compliant, based on the relevant 
elements of BSEN13120. Motorised options are 
child safe by design.

ONE WAY SPLIT CENTRE

89mm
225mm for 1st metre width of blind. 

175mm for each extra metre.
25mm for 1st metre width of blind. 

175mm for each extra metre.
165mm for 1st metre width of blind. 

165mm for each extra metre.

127mm
190mm for 1st metre width of blind.

115mm for each extra metre.
135mm for 1st metre width of blind. 

55mm for each extra metre.
115mm for 1st metre width of blind. 

115mm for each extra metre.

BUNCHING OPTIONS AND STACKING DISTANCE
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SHADELUX: SLIM VERTICAL SYSTEM DIAGRAMS

STANDARD SYSTEM
(SIDE DRAW WITH WAND SYSTEM)

Face Fix Brackets

Shallow Frame Extension
Face Fix Brackets

Top Fix Brackets - spring

Top Fix Brackets - metal

 Lead Truck

Connector Plate

Monocommand Wand
Alt option: Chain/cord with cord 

tidy or cord weight

GW

SW SC

Gravity Weight  

Stabilising Chain   

Standard Ballast Weight  

GW

SC

SW

End Cap Set

Vogue Channel

Tilt Rod

Carrier Truck with Spacer Link

Louvre Insert

Fabric Louvre

5 Channel Remote Control
 (tilt only)

Motorised Pack
(additional option)

Motor Charger

SLIMLINE VERTICAL BRACKET DIMENSIONS
Key: 
89mm louvre width
127mm louvre width

A. Face fix brackets.

B. Shallow frame extension
face fix brackets

C. Adjustable face fix
brackets

D. Top fix brackets (screw)

E. Top fix brackets (spring)

F. Extension top fix brackets.

G. SIde fix brackets

H. Pelmet brackets
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